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Abstract. Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) has become one of the most common tools for functional imaging in tissues. Incomplete theoretical description and sophisticated interpretation of measurement results are completely sidelined by a low-cost and simple hardware, fastness, consistent results, and repeatability. In addition to the relatively low measuring volume with around 700 μm of the probing depth for the visible spectral range of illumination, there is no depth selectivity in conventional LSCI configuration; furthermore, in a case of high NA objective, the actual penetration depth of light in tissues is greater than depth of field (DOF) of an imaging system. Thus, the information about these out-of-focus regions persists in the recorded frames but cannot be retrieved due to intensity-based registration method. We propose a simple modification of LSCI system based on the off-axis holography to introduce after-registration refocusing ability to overcome both depth-selectivity and DOF problems as well as to get the potential possibility of producing a cross-section view of the specimen. © 2017 SPIE Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.9.091514]
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1 Introduction

Noninvasive optical techniques based on dynamic light scattering offer rich possibilities for diagnosing a broad range of diseases. While Doppler methods are relied on for detecting a shift in the carrier frequency of scattered photons, speckle-based techniques, in general, utilized an analysis of time-variant speckle pattern produced by random interference phenomenon. Laser speckle contrast analysis/imaging (LSCA, LSCI) is a promising tool for nondestructive monitoring blood and lymph flows in tissues. Compare to Doppler-related methods, LSCI provides full-filed flow maps in real time without any scanning hardware, its angle-independent, digital processing is partially provided by random interference phenomenon.

In this study, we attempted to partially solve the depth-selectivity problem and account for related errors in LSCI method by merging laser speckle contrast and holography to get access to both intensity and phase information, along with ability to correct numerically propagation of the wavefront, i.e., numerical focusing.

2 Methods

2.1 Holography Basics

To produce a hologram, we have to introduce a reference wave in conventional LSCI configuration. The easiest way to do it is to physically “sandwich” cube beam splitter (BS) between camera body and the objective lens, as shown in Fig. 1.

As a result of coherent summation of reference and object waves, interference fringes are produced [Fig. 2(a)]. Angle θ between these waves is needed to provide a separation between orders in spatial spectrum of the hologram presented in Fig. 2(b) that is why this recording scheme is called “off-axis.”

Mathematically, the expression of this coherent summation is (spatial coordinates are hidden for convenience)

$$E = (R^2 + O^2) + R' O + RO^*.$$  

where $E$ is the resulting electric field distribution across the sensor. $(R^2 + O^2)$ is the autocorrelation term, $R' O$ and $RO^*$ are the real
and twin terms, respectively, \( R \) and \( O \) are the reference and object waves, respectively. All these components are presented in the spatial spectrum of the hologram shown in Fig. 2(b).

In this study, to reconstruct the real image from the hologram, the angular spectrum approach was used. After Fourier transform of hologram presented in Fig. 2(a), spatial spectrum presented in Fig. 2(b) is produced. Physically, this means that we decomposed our hologram into elementary plane waves \( e^{i\mathbf{k}\cdot\mathbf{r}} \), propagating along \( z \)-direction at different angles with respect to it. In our notation, \( z \)-direction means the in-depth coordinate of the object. The angle is determining the value of the spatial frequency. After this step, a spatial filtering in Fourier domain is done by cutting the real-image term from the frequency spectrum. Padding this cut term with zeroes has to be done to preserve resolution of the reconstructed image. After padding, to simulate propagation of the wavefront, point-wise multiplication of padded array and the transfer function or “propagator” is done. The equation for transfer function is

\[
\text{transfer}(z) = \exp(-ikz\sqrt{1 - \lambda^2 f_x^2 - \lambda^2 f_y^2}),
\]  

(2)

where \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the wavenumber, \( z \) is the in-depth coordinate, i.e., how long wavefront should propagate, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of illumination, \( f_x \) and \( f_y \) are the corresponding spatial frequencies along \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions. Graphical representation of transfer function is shown in Fig. 3.

Completed mathematical notation to reconstruct wavefront at an arbitrary distance \( z \) from the initial recording plane is as follows:

\[
U(x, y, z) = \text{FFT}^{-1}[\text{FFT}(\text{holo}) \times \text{transfer}(z)],
\]  

(3)

where FFT denotes the fast Fourier transform, power \(-1\) is the inverse operator, \( \text{holo} \) is the recorded hologram, and \( U(x, y, z) \) is the reconstructed wavefront (in a complex representation) at position \( z \).

To validate numerical focusing capability of our setup, intentionally, unfocused image of F letter was recorded and sharply focused numerically after the registration (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Insertion of the BS provides ability to introduce a reference wave. On the other hand, it acts like an extension ring in photography, increasing the magnification of optical system by the price of aberrations and internal reflections. Due to holographic nature, these drawbacks can be eliminated numerically by digital processing of the image. \( \theta \) is the off-axis angle between reference wave and optical axis of the system.

Fig. 2 (a) Typical off-axis hologram. Fringes are orientated close to 45 deg to provide maximum room for separation in frequency space between interference orders. Interference pattern is curved because of speckles. In this work, unlike the vast majority, we preserve speckles to use them in LSCI after reconstruction. (b) Spatial spectrum is obtained by performing FFT of the recorded hologram. As predicted by Eq. (1), there are three terms in this image marked as “real,” “autocorrelation,” and “twin.” Off-axis configuration with right adjusted angle \( \theta \) (physically, its fringe period \( T = \lambda/\theta \)) provides needed separation between interference orders.
2.2 Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging/Analysis

To analyze flow dynamics in tissue, time-domain LSCA was applied to reconstruct images. Time-domain selection was dictated by holography requirements: speckles should not be blurred during exposure time, otherwise interference fringes will disappear with the ability to separate interference orders in the spatial spectrum. To characterized flow, temporal speckle contrast was calculated using the following equation:

\[ K_t = \frac{\sigma_t}{\langle I \rangle_t} \]

where \( K_t \) is the temporal speckle contrast, \( \sigma_t \) and \( \langle I \rangle_t \) are the standard deviation of intensity fluctuations in a single pixel and the mean value of intensity for the same pixel over time \( t \), respectively (For the time-domain, speckle contrast equal to zero is corresponding to no flow. That for the proposed method means no intensity fluctuations for a given pixel from one frame to the other).

3 Experimental Protocol

3.1 Optical Arrangement

Optical setup was constructed according to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor Basler Aca2500-14 gm (pixel size 2.2 \( \mu \)m) was used as a detector. Object was illuminated with single-mode HeNe laser.
Thorlabs HNL210L, 632.8 nm, 21 mW, linearly polarized. To split laser irradiation into “object” and “reference” parts, single-mode polarization-maintained fiber splitter Thorlabs PMC630-50B-APC 50:50 was utilized. Tamron 21HC, 50 mm was used as an imaging lens. F-stop of objective was set to f/6, but due to extension length provided by BS, the effective F-stop was calculated according to the following equation:

\[ F - \text{stop}_{\text{eff}} = F - \text{stop} \times (1 + \text{Magnification}). \]  

(5)

Considering magnification of the system (0.85), effective F-stop is \( \sim 11 \). Speckle size was calculated accordingly:

\[ d_{\text{speckle}} = 2.44\lambda(1 + \text{Magnification})F - \text{stop}_{\text{eff}}, \]  

(6)

and was \( \sim 30 \, \mu m \). With this, pixel/speckle ratio is \( \sim 15 \) and we are comfortably above Nyquist criteria. Illumination angle was set to 45 deg. Angle theta was set to \( \sim 5 \) deg to satisfy Nyquist criteria (more than 2 pixels per one fringe period) and thus to optimize the distance between orders in the spatial spectrum. Optical path difference between object and reference waves was set to zero. Exposure time of the sensor was equal to 5 ms, and frame rate of the recording was set to 40 frames per second. Normally, blood flow in animals is high, especially for brain. However, due to fact that animal under study was affected by acetylcholine, blood flow was reduced sufficiently to minimize speckle blurring at 5-ms exposure time. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this setup mainly depends on experimental conditions, such as motion artifacts of the object and phase stability of the interferometer. In this case, fringe contrast is the numeric value for SNR. In our study, fringe contrast was \( \sim 0.6 \), which is a reasonable value for tissues.

### 3.2 Animal Protocol

Experiments were performed on newborn mongrel rats, 10-days old. All procedures were done in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Surgery was performed under general anesthesia with Hypnorm (0.4 ml/kg, Janssen Saunderton, Buckinghamshire, England) diluted in sterile water (Gothelf et al.). The anesthesia was administered as intraperitoneal injections. Anesthetic depth was assessed by periodically monitoring the rear foot reflex.

The relative cerebral blood flow measurements were carried out in immobilized anesthetized rats. For improvement of image quality of blood flow in vessels of the brain in neonatal rats, parietal bones were partially removed; however, the “dura matter” was left intact. To stimulate parasympathetic nervous system activity along with blood flow reduction, the acetylcholine chloride (0.3 \( \mu g/kg \), Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) was injected through a polyethylene catheter (0.28 mm ID, 0.61 mm OD, Portex, Smiths Medical International Ltd., UK), which was implanted into the jugular vein. The drug was administered through the catheter to prevent the slightest movement of an object, which is typical in normal drug administration through the tail vein.

### 4 Results

As described in Secs. 2 and 3, protocols were applied as proof-of-concept approach to investigate blood flow dynamics in rat brain cortex. Each off-axis hologram was digitally processed using home-made software based on NI LabView and NI Vision to simulate propagation of wavefront in a range from \( \pm 3 \) mm to 3 mm from the initial registration plane. Two hundred numerically calculated raw speckle frames were used to obtain one temporal LSCI image.

It is clearly seen in Fig. 5 that at initial focus position, small capillaries on both sides from large vessel are defocused and we could not provide reliable measuring of dynamic properties, such as speckle contrast and diameter. If we now shift the registration plane by \( \sim 900 \, \mu m \), these capillaries move into sharp focus region and become available for measuring. Such modification of a conventional LSCI technique gives a right to make a small mistake in focusing of the optical system used, because these errors can be corrected numerically after image registration.

Cross-section view can be achieved by taking a slice across the line of interest (purple line in Fig. 5) through images, which were reconstructed with monotonically changed \( z \)-parameter.

---

**Fig. 5** LSCI images calculated from reconstructed frames. At the registration plane, (a) small vessels are in mis-focus position and unavailable for measuring. To compensate for this, holography nature of the recording allows us to move numerically the registration plane on \( \sim 900 \, \mu m \) (b) to provide sharp focusing of these small vessels.
We intentionally did not call $z$-parameter as a depth because after numerical propagation of wavefront we obtained not the intensity distribution at a certain depth in the object, but a superposition of in-focus and out-of-focus parts of object image recorded in an arbitrary position $z$. Figure 6 shows such cross-sectional view.

Three bright spots correspond to three different vessels. Depth profile of a single vessel marked by the red line is demonstrated in Fig. 6. Polynomial fit shows good correlation with parabolic distribution across the vessel.

It is clearly seen from these images that vessels appear to be somehow stretched in $z$-direction. More detailed explanation of this phenomenon will be discussed in Sec. 5.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Holography implies few strict restrictions on optical setup, which makes this modification a bit more expensive, compared to conventional setup. An off-axis scheme requires enough temporal coherence of the source. Integration time of the sensor should be reduced and frame rate of the recording should be increased to eliminate spatial speckle blurring. As a result, overall laser power needs to be increased, which is unwanted in some cases. Transistor–transistor logic-modulated diode laser can solve problems associated with the needed small exposure time and high power. In this case, the exposure time of the sensor can be fixed and the laser pulse duration can be adjusted to the desired optimal value. Temporal speckle contrast analysis is more suitable for such configuration; however, the reconstructed frames can be digitally averaged to obtain spatial speckle blurring and then processed using spatial speckle contrast analysis.

The proposed device is different from a common-path interferometry, it is robust in getting of the phase information and susceptible to vibrations. The phase information obtained from the reconstructed images is the phase fluctuations caused by moving erythrocytes and averaged over exposure time.

In the cross-sectional view, there are a few problems needed to be overcome as well. One of them is depth of field (DOF) of the optical system. If we are trying to propagate wavefront within DOF volume, we barely see the difference between adjacent frames. Thus, DOF needs to be reduced to increase the sensitivity of refocusing. Longitudinal speckle size is the second big problem. In general, subjective speckles are stretched in the propagation direction $z$. Typical longitudinal speckle size is a few tens of microns, and it is strongly limiting depth resolution of resulting cross-sectional view. In addition to that, there is an overlapping of information between adjacent frames. On the same image, there are in-focus and out-of-focus parts, and this makes the cross-sectional view to be additionally stretched in $z$-direction. Deconvolution microscopy can solve this problem, but precise measure of the point spread function is needed.

From above, we can conclude that by introducing minimum number of optical elements in conventional LSCI setup we can greatly increase its measuring capability with the ability to correct mis-focus errors after the registration process and obtain both phase and intensity information and cross-sectional view of the object. However, careful digital processing and interpretation of the results are needed to obtain true depth-resolved slicing.
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